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Why a new Italy earthquake model?
Swiss Re developed its first model for earthquake Italy in 2007. Since then, not only have major vendors’ models and the
harmonized European hazard model (SHARE) been published, but Italy experienced five significant earthquakes in 2009, 2012,
and 2016. The Italian National Institute of Geophysics and Volcanology (INGV) is leading the development of a new hazard
model for Italy, which incorporates the impact of these earthquakes and best science available.To reflect the latest scientific
advancements and lessons learned from recent earthquakes, Swiss Re collaborated with the Global Earthquake Model (GEM)
foundation, a non-profit, scientific leading-edge organization in earthquake hazard modeling and developed a new view of
risk/model.
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Key features of the new model
It incorporates the most recent scientific advancements.
It was developed in collaboration with leading earthquake experts (GEM) using OpenQuake, a prime state-of-the-art
hazard engine.
Developed using publicly available information from most recent models (SHARE and INGV's new reference hazard model for
Italy)
Soil amplification layer is based on 1km x 1km high-resolution data.
It explicitly models loss induced by landslide and liquefaction.
Vulnerability curves utilize primary (e.g. structural type, number of stories, construction year) and secondary modifiers
(e.g. shape irregularity).
It reflects key findings and loss data from the past ten years.
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Up-to-date view on hazard
Swiss Re offers the most up-to-date earthquake risk view on Italy. The model was developed in close collaboration with
GEM using publicly available datasets and information used for the next generation seismic hazard map for Italy (e.g., the
latest version of the CPTI earthquake catalogue).
In the new model, some areas, particularly in Southern Italy, are considered less dangerous than before, thanks to revisions
of past seismic data and a consequent update of the national historical catalogue. However, the improved number and
quality of ground motion recordings result in more conservative ground motion attenuation models, producing increased
hazard, in particular along the Apennines and in some areas of Northern Italy.
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2009 — 2016: Lessons learned from a decade of earthquakes
L’Aquila EQ
Magnitude 6.3

2009

New site amplification model reproducing the
observed non-uniform distribution of damage
New ground motion models fitting high
accelerations recorded in the near source area

Central Italy EQs

2012

Emilia EQs

Magnitude 5.7 — 5.9

Magnitude 6 — 6.5

2016

New vulnerability model now adequately
represents structural behavior of unreinforced
masonry buildings, which were heavily
damaged during the 2016 Central Italy
sequence.

New vulnerability model properly quantifying
structural vulnerability of pre-cast buildings,
which were heavily damaged during the 2012
sequence.

Swiss Re’s new earthquake model – the differentiating factors
A timely update to the 10 year old models on the market
Hazard benchmarked with public information from recent models (SHARE and the new hazard model for Italy)
Benchmarked with 10 years of recent loss experience
State-of-the-art vulnerability model including industry-specific curves
State-of-the-art financial module: capable of dealing with any policy conditions of the Italian market and supporting
parametric solutions

Modeling market exposure with different models
Commercially available models exhibit significant
variations in their expected losses for the same market
portfolio
Swiss Re's risk view depicts lower estimates in the
high-frequency range and underlines the need for a
more accurate tail with higher estimates
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